
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a talent attraction. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for talent attraction

Design, develop, and deliver leadership development and career planning
and development materials/curriculum
Proactively coach leaders on workforce and development planning, effective
on-boarding processes, team building activities, etc
Stay current with and provide thought leadership on adult learning theory,
education development tools, and learning innovation
Incorporates structured and robust selection processes and ensures hiring
managers and interview teams are prepared to effectively evaluate
candidates for immediate contributions future potential
Launching hyper targeted campaigns for specific talent segments
Plans, builds, implements and assists with driving the talent brand strategy –
inside and outside the organization
Plays a key role on driving talent brand interests, initiatives and corporate
campaigns
Promotes our talent brand via numerous social media (and other) channels
such as LinkedIn, Glassdoor, Twitter and Facebook managing content, on-
going posts
Effectively collaborates with our Marketing and Corporate Communications
teams to manage social media content calendar and other social initiatives,
and to devise Talent Brand campaigns that speak to who we are as a
company and fit within our Corporate Branding guidelines
Execute Global Employee Referral program campaign
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Interpersonal skills - able to establish credible relationships within HR
Function and with Senior Leaders
Networking, collaboration and influence
Able to lead Functional agenda within a matrix environment
Proven ability to deliver and achieve results
Interviewing techniques skills
10+ years of experience in a broad-based project management or PMO
environment with experience using project support tools such as OmniPlan,
MS Project, or ConnectMe


